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The effects of Qoulomb friction on a seismogr.aphic
accelerometer are investigated by expressing the equation of
relative motion in dimehsionless form and solving for, various
parameter changes.

The results are plotted, discussed and compared.
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Chapter 1

; ■■

GEMEML THEORY OF

-

SSISMOGRAPHIC ACCEISRCEETERS

1.1

' INTRODUCTION

.

The purpose of this thesis is to show the effect of Coulomb
friction on a seismographic accelerometer.

The elementary design

parameters of an accelerometer are first expressed by using linear
approximations, then corrections are made for the nonlinear Coulomb
friction term.

The nonlinear relative displacement equation is put

into dimensioriless form and solved numerically with an IBM 650 \
Digital Computer.

The results are plotted to obtain more .information

on how Coulomb friction effects the accuracy of an accelerometer.'
4 seismographic system donsists of a mass called the seismic
element, an elastic element, apd a damping element, all enclosed in,
a case as shown in Figure 1; 1. IJhen the seismic element is re-':.
stricted to move in only one direction, the system acts as a sihgledegrea-bf-freedom device., .The direction in which the seismic element
is free to move is called the sensitive axis of the system.
' By rigidly attaching a seismographic system to a body which
is subjected to vibratory motion, the seismic element will have a
displacement relative to the case along the sensitive axis.

Under

2

x = X0 sin wt

Figure 1.1

SEISMOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

certain conditions

the -relative displacement is proportional to the

case acceleration;

such a system is called an accelerometer.

•

Only in the' absence of friction will an accelerometer be

have as a single-degree-of-£reedom system.

With friction transverse

components of acceleration will effect the accuracy of the acceler
ometer «

For example (see Figure 1.1) acceleration in the z direction

willgive a component of force in the y direction.

.

.

.

The output signal of an accelerometer will depend upon the
• relative motion between the seismic mass and the case.

This relative

motion in accelerometers is converted to an electrical signal and
amplified before being recorded or applied as an input to another
system.

1.2,

Only the seismic system will be analyzed in this thesis.

' GENERAL.OH&RACTE&ISTICS

'

The approximate behavior of the relative displacement of the
seismic mass of an accelerometer expressed by a linear differential
equation is as followS:
•

Let x be the absolute displacement of the case with positive

direction as shown

in Figure 1.1.

The relative displacement of the

seismic mass with respect to the case is y.
The seismic mass is restrained by a spring whose force is
equal to the product of the relative displacement, y, and the spring
constant of the elastic element,

iwe.

;

The minus sign is in equation (1=1) because the elastic force, Fe,

always acts opposite to the relative displacement.
The viscous force acting on the seismic mass along the
sensitive axis is assumed proportional to the relative velocity, i.e.

—

- cy

(1.2)

The viscous damping force always acts opposite to the relative
velocity.
By Newton's second law of motion

..
•• .
m( x + y ) = - cy - ky

(1.3)

my -f- cy -f~ ky = - mx

(1.4)

and thus

If we let the case follow a simple harmonic motion,

x = XQ sin (wt

(j))

(1.5)

where X0 isthe amplitude, w the driving frequency,
called thephase angle, then the case acceleration,

x =

and

(|> a constant

x, isgiven by

- w ^Xq sin (wt-h (|0

where w ^Xq is the amplitude of acceleration.

(1.6)

In measuring vibratory

acceleration many motions will not be periodic in the sense of
equation (1.6), but results of sufficient accuracy for engineering
purposes can often be obtained by using a Fourier series which
approximates the physical facts.

Equation (1.4) then becomes

my -h cy -|- ky = w^X0 sin (wt 4- (j))

(1.7)

The solution of equation (1.7) is well known.

The presen

tation of the complete solution to equation (1.7) is simplified if
new symbols are introduced.

In an undamped system, equation (1.7)

yields an oscillation of frequency

\Jk/m . This is called the

natural frequency of the system and is designated by the symbol

wn =

/k/m

(1.8)

The ratio of the actual damping coefficient to the system's
critical damping coefficient may be expressed as

D - — -—
2/1cm

(1.9)

If an accelerometer is to indicate the applied acceleration
as closely as possible, the damping of the seismic system must be
less than critical or D <C 1.

Such a system, when permitted to oscil

late freely, will have a frequency of

q = w n \/l-D2

(1.10)

Another important parameter is the ratio of the frequency, w,
of the applied disturbance to the natural frequency, wn , of the
undamped system:
B = •£n

d.ii)

The complete solution of equation (1.7), using the above
symbols, may be expressed as

6

y = e

-Dwnt

B2Xo sin (wt -4-

cos qt + C2 sin qt

>

\/ (1-B%)2 4- (2DB)2

(1.12)
where

and C2 are arbitrary constants to be determined.

The first

term (transient) describes a damped periodic motion with a damped
frequency, q, and a damping attenuation factor e"^Wnt.

The second

term (steady-state) shows that after the transient term has died
out, the relative motion will oscillate with the same frequency as
the applied acceleration, but lags it by some phase angle ^

.

The

phase angle 'p is given by

tan -1

2DB
(1-B2)

(1.13)

Since damping will cause the transient component to die out
rapidly, the response of the accelerometer after a short time will
be the steady-state component.

Therefore, the amplitude of y may be

expressed as
b 2x o
-'0

—

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\/(l-B2)2 + (2DB)2

(1.14)

Now we can define an amplification factor (usually called the
dimensionless steady-state magnification ratio) as

y0

B2
=

—

'

—

" —

^(l-BZ)2 + (2DB)2

(1.15)
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Equation (1.15) is the expression for the steady-state sensitivity of
an accelerometer.

A plot of amplification factor versus the frequency

ratio, B, for several values of viscous damping factor, D, appears in
Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.3 shows a plot of the phase angle ^

, equation (1.13),

versus B for several values of D.
Two desirable properties of an accelerometer are:
1.

The signal produced by the instrument should be

directly proportional to the case acceleration.
2.

There should be no phase distortion between the

actual case acceleration and the signal.
When B is small with respect to unity, the value of the de
nominator of equation (1.15) will be approximately equal to unity,
that is:
~
Xo

B2

^ ( w / w n)2

(1.16)

Equation (1.16) may be rewritten as

—

z^y

1

Xq W2

(1.17)

Since Xq W2 is the amplitude of the case acceleration, and w^% a constant
of the accelerometer, it is apparent that for small values of B the
response amplitude yQ is directly proportional to the amplitude of the
case.

Hence, when B is small the seismic system is an ideal

■:

'■ ;

■v

V.. :

■V

■

■

;
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accelerometer and the ideal amplification factor is given by
equation (1»16)«

A plot of this equation is shown by the dotted

.

line of Figure 1«2»: W t e that the response curves follow the "ideal" V
curve for a sinall range of B.

The curve nearest the "ideal" curve

over the,greatest range of B is for a damping ratio, D, of 0>6o
Therefore, for an accelerometer to indicate acceleration with the
smallest error over the greatest frequency range would require damp
ing, D, of approximately Oo6^ and a frequency ratio, B, not to exceed
an upper limit of approximately 0,7»
■

As can he seen from: Figure 1=3, the phase angle increases

approximately linearly with B for all values of damping ratio for
a small range of B,

ijhen D is equal to 0.7 the phase angle is

approximately proportional to the frequency, ratio, B, for the
values of 0 -C B <C 0.7 corresponding to the Accelerometer range.
If D is equal to zero, the phase lag is zero for the frequency ratio
up to resonance.

However, damping extends the frequency range of

operation for an accelerometer.
It should be noted from Figure 1.2 that when B is large,
i.e. B > 3, the amplification factor approaches unity for all values
of D.

That is, the relative motion of the seismic element is in

dependent of frequency and has the amplitude of the applied motion.
At B equal to 3 the maximum error is approximately plus 137. in the
absence of viscous damping and minus 10% when viscous damping is
critical.

The value of viscous damping that gives the most accurate

response is between 0.6 and 0.7, which gives an error of less than 2%.

11
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This is approximately the same damping that also gives the best
response for an accelerometer.

The phase angle for large values

of damping approaches 180° which means the relative displacement
will be similar to a mirror image of the applied motion.

In this

range the seismic system acts as a displacement sensitive instrument
and is commonly called a vibrometer.

Therefore, the seismic system

will behave as an accelerometer or a vibrometer depending on whether
the applied frequencies are large or small compared to the natural
frequency of the system.
In accelerometer design practice a quantity called the
dynamic sensitivity is defined by

1

S-

(1.18)

A plot of S is shown in Figure 1.4 where an ideal accelerometer has
a sensitivity of unity.

As can be seen from the Figure, an

accelerometer range depends on the proper selection of the damping
parameter.

An accelerometer can theoretically be made to operate

over a very large frequency range by designing the seismic system
with a high natural frequency.

The extent to which this can be made

practical is limited by the reduction in sensitivity since an in
crease of wn implies a stiffer spring and hence smaller deflection.

'-Chapter 2

■

'•
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2,1
■

INTRODUCTION

•

-

:;"V.

In 'Chapter 1 damping x^as assumed to be ,v i s c o u s o r pro^

portional to velocity.

We how wish to investigate the effect of

friction which, in physical problems must be present when two
surfaces slide on each other.

This results in a

phoenomena known

as Coulomb friction, where, through experiments, the following laws
have been developed:
1,

.

The total amount of friction force is nearly independent

of the magnitude of the area in contact,
2,

,

The total amount of friction force parallel to the

sliding surface is' proportional to the normal force,
3,

::

For small velocities of sliding the total amount of

friction force is independent of velocity, and is less than that
for impending motion,

:

These laws can be summed' up by the following equation:

...

':

.

"■ '

- F — UN

.■

■

(2,1)

Housner & Hudson, Applied Mechanics Statics, D, Van Nostrand
Company, Inc, '1949 , p ,112
h
'. ,;
'. . ' :
'■" ' ..
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where
F ==■ frictional foree parallel to the surface,

':

N —

normal force between the surfaces,

u =

coefficient of friction,

■■■v'":-"

r" .'

The adtual mechanism of Coulomb friction is a complicated
one and the preceding laws and equation should be considered as
approximations,

■

When no motion exists, F is called static friction, u is
the coefficient of static friction and Equation (2,1) yields the maximum value of static!friction represented by F. for some normal
force

However, during a motionless period when an applied force

parallel to the surface is not greater than F., the friction force
must adjust itself to oppose the applied force.
When relative motion between two surfaces is present, F is
called dynamic ffiction and is denoted by F^; "■u; is the coefficient
of dynamic friction.
Figure 2,1 illustrates how the value of friction, changes as
the velocity changes,

.

•

As an applied force parallel to the surfaceiincreases at a
constant rate and becomes greatef than F., motion will start and
friction force will begin to decrease rapidly as velocity increases
and reaches a steady value.
to decrease again.

At extremely high velocities it will tend

Since the change in friction force from F- to

Bowden & Tabor, The Friction and lubrication of Solids,
Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1954, p, 101

F

i

_

F
d
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IDEAL COULOMB FRICTION
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is very rapid, a good approximation to Coulomb friction for
velocities not extremely high is shown in Figure 2.2.
If the applied force parallel to the surface were oscillatory,
then motion would start when
force would be equal to

jF^|

|f |^ jF^ j at which time the friction
•

Since friction acts to oppose

motion, the sign of the friction force would be opposite to the sign
of the mass velocity.

That is

F =

- sgn (y) Fd

(2.2)

This value of friction would continue until the velocity of the mass
becomes zero, or changed sign.

When the velocity becomes zero, the

friction force becomes static friction and adjusts itself to just
oppose the applied force.

When the applied force becomes greater

than F^, motion will resume and again friction becomes equal to F^.
A good approximation in terms of motion is to assume that whenever

v >

0F =

- Fd

(2.3)

v <

0 F = Fd

(2.4)

v =

0F = 0

(2.5)

which is commonly referred to as idealized Coulomb friction and is
illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Whenever the mass velocity becomes zero, and the applied
force parallel to the surface is not great enough to overcome F^,
then the mass will remain motionless until the applied force becomes

17

greater than F^.

2.2

This region of no motion is called a dead band.

A SEISMOGRAPHIC SYSTEM WITH IDEALIZED COULOMB DAMPING ONLY
If we take a seismographic system with idealized Coulomb

damping only, then the differential equation of motion for the seismic
. 3
mass is
my -h ky =: - sgn (y)

(2.6)

If we define the maximum friction displacement as

y£ = £d

(2.7)

k
then equation (2.6) may be rewritten as

my -|- k £ y +- sgn (y) yf J =

0

(2.8)

The solution of equation (2.8) is

y-l- yf = C 1 cos wnt -|- C2 sin wnt

where

(2.9)

and C2 are arbitrary constants determined by the initial

conditions.

This solution is valid for y only during a time interval

in which the sign of y remains unchanged.

At the point where y be

comes zero the values of displacement become the initial conditions
for the duration of the new sgn (y).

This process keeps repeating

until the amplitude of the last oscillation

yn

yf

3

Jacobsen and Ayre, Engineering Vibrations, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. 1958, p. 209

18

Displacement

4F,

Time

Figure 2.4

RESPONSE OF A SEISMIC SYSTEM
WITH COULOMB DAMPING ONLY
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0 be as follows,

If we let the initial conditions at t =

y = yQ where yQ > yf and y = 0

then the solution to equation (2.9)

is

y=

(y0 - yf) cos

H-yf

(2.10)

The velocity is equal to

y =

- wn (y0 ’ yf) sin V

which is negative until wnt='f^.
oscillation y = y^ =
is zero.

(2.11)

Hence, at the end of the first

- (yQ - 2y^) and the velocity at this point

For the next oscillation the new initial conditions are

y^ r= - (yQ - 2y^), y^ = 0 and equation (2.9 now becomes

y =

- (y0 - 3yf) cos V

- yf

(2.12)

The velocity is equal to

y = wn (y0 - 3yf) sin w^t
which will remain positive until w^t =

•

At the end of the second oscillation, y = yg =
which completes one cycle.

(2.13)

- (yQ - 4y^)

It can be seen that the displacement

reduces 4y^ or-^-SL per cycle.

Also of importance is that ideal

Coulomb friction has no effect on the frequency of the system.
typical response curve is shown in Figure 2.4.

A

20

2.3

A SEISMOGRAPHIC ACCELEROMETER WITH COULOMB FRICTION
With the addition of Coulomb friction, Newton* s second law

of motion for a seismic accelerometer becomes

my-f* cy-|- ky =

- my - sgn (y)

(2.14)

With the parameters derived in Chapter 1, equation (2.14) becomes

y -h 2Dwny + w^ y =

- x - sgn (y)£d w^
k

(2.15)

If we let the case be subjected to a sinusoidal displacement
of constant amplitude

x = - XQ sin (wt -f

(2.16)

then the expression for the acceleration of the case becomes

x = w^XQ sin (wt -f" (J)

= aQ sin (wt-j-(|)

(2.17)

(2.18)

where aQ is the amplitude of acceleration and (J> is a phase angle.
Equation (2.15) was solved by transform methods for the
conditions y = yQ ,

y = 0 at t = 0.

This solution, using the

parameters introduced in Chapter 1, may be expressed as

21

yw_2_
n

,^ 9 e
«"wnDt
y(0)w£

D

sin qt -j- cos qt

r
Fa
- sgn (y) Id

I n

1-e

D

” W n D t

mao

sin qt -|- cos qt

/l-D2

r
+ cos j) < (1-B^) sin wt - 2 DB cos wt
(1-D2)2+(2DB)2

Be'WnDt

+

/l-D2

J

- [(1-B2) -2D2
\

sin qt-|- 2D ^l-D^ cos qt

(1-B2)2 +

(2DB)2

r
sin j) < (l-B ) cos wt — 2DB sin wt

(1-B2)2+

De

n^t

/ 1-D2

(2DB)2

| - [(1-B2) -2D2 ] sin qt
\

-f- 2D ^1-D2 cos qt

(1-B2)2 -|- (2DB)2

4- e WnDt | - [ (1-B2) - 2D2 J cos qt (1-B2)2 +

sin qt

(2DB)2

J
(2.19)

Equation (2.19) was programmed by the writer for the University's

IBM

650 Digital Computer for the following conditions:
First, time was put into dimensionless form by dividing time

22

by the period of the applied acceleration, T

~

where t is the

running variable and “t' is the period of the applied acceleration,

2 Th
w

.
Second, the relative velocity, y, was obtained and programmed

to determine when the relative velocity changed sign.

The solution

for equation (2.19) is only valid during the time interval in which
the sign of y remains the same.

The time at which y became zero was

found by interpolation as y changed sign (at maximum or minimum y).
This value of time was used to obtain the maximum relative displacement
and phase angle for the initial conditions of the next step.

Third, dynamic friction was assumed to be 25% of static
friction.

This percent was chosen as a likely value that might be

expected, as cited in Boden and Tabor\ for two polished steel sur
faces sliding on a film of paraffin base oil.
Fourth, at each point that y became zero the system was
tested for stops in relative motion.
Fifth, the parameters varied w e r e :

y(o)wn

-------

= Initial dimensionless acceleration

&o
F,
_
ma0
B

_
—

Dimensionless force ratio

=

~

Frequency ratio

4
Bowden & Tabor, The Friction and Lubrication of Solids,
Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1954, p. 325

D = —£--2/to

T =

Viscous damping factor

Dimensionless time

The initial dimensionless acceleration was set equal to zero at T
equal to zero, and as y became equal to zero this parameter took
on the value of the maximum dimensionless acceleration for the
duration that the sign of y was unchanged.
ratio was set equal to 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2.

The dimensionless force
For each of these

conditions the frequency ratio, B, was given the values of 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.

The viscous damping factor, D, was given the

values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.

The dimensionless time parameter,

which also represents the number of cycles of the applied acceler
ation, was varied in increments of 0.01.

2.4

CONCLUSION
It is evident from the graphs that Coulomb friction has a

great effect on the response of a seismic system.

A typical

solution to equation (2.19) for the parameter values in the acceler
ometer range, as defined in Chapter 1, and for a Coulomb friction-force
to maximum inertia-force ratio of 0.1, is plotted in Figure 2.5.

The

effect of Coulomb friction on the dimensionless acceleration response
can be seen by the flattening or so called clipping of the response
peaks.
To investigate the effect of Coulomb friction on the steady
state amplitude, phase shift and the flattening (clipping), the
following graphs were prepared.

Acceleration

App] ied Acceleration
Di vided by the Ampli tude

and Dimensionless

D =.8

1.25

-.4

Acceleration

Ratio

i

-L0

Figure 2:5

DIMENSIONLESS ACCELERATION VERSUS DIMENSIONLESS TIME
fO
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The graphs for the steady-state amplitude versus the ratio of
friction-force to maximum inertia-force for constant frequency ratio
are plotted in Figures 2,6 to 2^10,

These graphs resulted in the

following observations;
(a)

For the dimensionless force ratios chosen, the amplitude

decreased with increasing dimensioniess force ratio,
(b)

By increasing the damping factor, the amplitude was de

creased and the rate of decrease was nearly constant for all frequency
ratios less than 0,4,

For the frequency ratios greater than 0=4, the

slope increased as the damping factor increased,
(c)

As the frequency ratio increased the damping factor had

a greater effect on the amplitude.
The graphs for the steady-state phase shift versus dimensionless
force ratio for constant values of frequency ratios are plotted in
Figures 2,11 to 2,15,

These graphs resulted in the following obser

vations:

.V- ' ■ :v ;

''
(a)

:: ,

-

For small values of frequency ratio, B ^

'
,4, the phase

shift is practically constant for all values of damping except for.
the instance in which the damping factor is 0,2,

For frequency

ratios greater than 0,4. only at higher damping values is the phase
shift nearly constant,
(b)

By increasing damping, the phase shift was increased for

all values of the frequency ratio,
(c)

For a damping factor of 0,2 and a frequency ratio of 0,4

the phase shift decreased with increasing dimensionless force ratio,
Shen the frequency ratio became greater than 0,4, the phase shift
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increased with increasing dimensionless force -ratio...
(d)

As the frequency ratio increased, the damping factor

had a greater effect on phase shift.

i

A plot of steady-state phase shift versus frequency ratio
for various values of damping and for a dimensionless force ratio of
0.5, is shown in Figure 2.16. This graph can he compared with Figure
1,3 which is for a seismic system without Coulomb friction.
The graphs showing the effect of Coulomb friction On clipping
are plotted in Figures 2.17 to 2,19 for the fourth peak of the
■ response, which is the steady-state for practically all the responses.
The graphs are a plot of band width, or dimensionless dead hand
duration versus the dimensionless force ratio for constant frequency
ratio while the damping factor was varied.

These graphs resulted in

the following Observations;
(a)

As the dimensionless force ratio is increased, the dead

band increases.

Since no clipping

is present when the

Of friction, the dotted lines are ah extrapolation
values.

.
(b)

^
For low values of the

systemisvoid

of the calculated
V '

':

frequency ratio the effect of

viscous damping is to decrease the dead band.
(c)

Ivfhen the frequency ratio is equal to 0,4, no clipping Is

present for the dimensionless force ratio of C05.

However., for the

dimensionless force ratio of 0*1, the dead band increased as viscous
. damping approached critical damping.

As the dimensionless force ratio

increased to 0.2, the dead band decreased with increasing viscous
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damping and the values for viscous damping of 0« 6 and 0.8
practically coincided,
(d)

Tlie graphs for frequency ratio of _0>6 and 0 =7 are

not illustrated since only two points would be shown, however, the
results areas follows:

For a frequency ratio of 0,6, no clipping

takes place until the dimensionless force ratio is equal to 0.2,
and again as fhe viscous damping approaches critical damping the
dead band tends to increase.

The values for viscous damping of

0.6 and 0.8 were 0.006 and 0o019 respectively.
(e)

For a frequency ratio of 0.8, there was no dead band

for all values of damping and dimensionless force ratio varied.
By combining all observations made, it seems the most
accurate response would be obtained from an accelerometer under
the following conditions:
(a) Coulomb friction be reduced to the lowest possible value
(b) The frequency ratio, B, be between 0.1 and 0.2.
„

(c)

The viscous damping, D, be between 0.6 and 0.7, '

*
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